There has been a continued interest in software reuse in the software engineering community, as evidenced by web services and Microsoft .NET, and by the continued work in product-line engineering. New users to software reuse should be made aware of the work that has been done by the Ada community and of the particular appropriateness of Ada for reuse. We therefore review in this column the issues involved in reuse with the Ada programming language. For those who are interested in investigating these topics in depth, we enclose a brief list of helpful sources. We will post this column on our web site, and gladly append any additional references that our readers may supply.

“Reusability [is the] capability of a software component to be used again or used repeatedly in applications other than the one for which it was originally developed. In order to be effectively used, the component, may have to be adapted to the requirements of the new application.” [1] In this column, we have repeatedly defined a component as any software asset, including subsystems, documentation, testing suites, etc. Adapting for reuse includes maintenance (modifications for different times), portability (modifications for different systems), and generality (modifications for different applications). [8] Characteristics of systems that support reuse include mechanisms for high levels of abstraction, quality, modularity, cohesion, encapsulation and inheritance, as well as low coupling and machine independence. All of these traits are, of course, desirable in software engineering in general, and were goals in the original design of Ada. (Ada83 supported static inheritance only, but Ada95 includes constructs for dynamic inheritance.)

It has been well documented that Ada programming assists in the reuse process [see, for example, 3,4,5,6,7,9,10,11], with its object oriented capabilities, package construct, generics, entity reusability, private types, overloading, consistent interface structure, strong typing for dimensional analysis, tagged record types, overloading, exception handling, and software repository management. Although all of the above constructs are important for the reusability of components, Ada’s object oriented capabilities strongly assist in the implementation of reusable subsystems. We particularly stress that careful use of Ada assists in the development of high quality components and subsystems for reuse. Software becomes more valuable with increased verbatim reuse, because of the additional return on the original development investment. Reliability and confidence also increase, as components are repeatedly used (and thus tested) in various system contexts.

Greg Bowen has found that “both Ada's strong typing and specification constructs address some of the practical aspects of reuse that are missing in many other languages. 1) All possible uses of a reuse asset are unknown at development, but these constructs
allow the compiler-enforced definition of the usage profile and help to assure that assets are used in the manner they were intended. 2) Testing all possibilities would be impractical, and often impossible, but Ada's strong typing reduces whole classes of errors and facilitates development of practical test plans. 3) As the number of uses of an asset increases, the importance of controlling interface changes, and related side-effects to software (or users) dependent on those interfaces, also increases. However, Ada's consistency checking prevents uncontrolled changes and unpredictable side-effects, which would reduce (re)usability. 4) Interface change issues are compounded with "just-in-time" reuse, where assets need to be developed concurrent with the software using those assets, because interface specifications tend to be less stable. Ada (coupled with peer review and baseline practices), enables concurrent development through the separation of design from implementation, backed-up by compiler enforcement of the (latest) agreed upon specification."

Ada is particularly helpful in teaching reuse [2]. In addition to the above features mentioned, Ada’s orthogonal structure and comparative simplicity make it ideal for courses such as Data Structures or Software Engineering. Ada83 and Ada95 provide the encapsulation necessary for implementing abstract data types. Ada’s object-oriented capabilities support the transparent use of objects of these types.

Some of the high quality, domain-specific, Ada libraries that were built with Ada included COSMIC and AdaNet, sponsored by the National Aeronautics and Space Administration, CARDS and the RAASP program, sponsored by the Air Force, and the STARS Program, sponsored by DARPA. Of importance, as well, was the work by the Reuse Interoperability Group, for the establishment of a software library.

This column has been dedicated to a new generation of programmers. We hope that it will be helpful in referencing the extensive work that has been done in reuse with Ada.
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